
Subject: Re: What a Fitting Map Name. . .If You were GDI!
Posted by Dr. Lithius on Fri, 01 Jul 2005 03:05:33 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

TheMostHated wrote on Thu, 30 June 2005 17:37That server is a spot for noobs,meet me on jelly
server,then you can brag.I'm not saying I'm an Expert, dude.  I get my ass handed to me regularly.
 I wasn't bragging, either.  I just posted this for the Hell of it.  Heh.
deadfive wrote on Thu, 30 June 2005 19:09I can't see why you were laughing so hard you ahd to
quit.    Loss of focus and concentration.  If I continued playing, I wouldn't've been doing so as
seriously as before this happened.  . . .then again, I was mostly just jumping into APCs at the
command of some dude that kept opening fire on me and saying "Get in the vehicle!" a lot. 
*shrugs*  Ah well.

In addition, in the match before this one, I was doing a pretty damned good job(at least I think so)
of mining our base as a Nod Technician.  We were losing, though.  Badly.  Not enough defense.
Anyway!  Some yahoo came in to the server and started mining our base rather poorly.  IE, he'd
slap Proximity C4s on top of one-another, next to one-another, etc. etc. instead of spacing it out
so the C4 didn't all go off at once.  I told him to knock it off.  He didn't.  I found him, then
personally told him to knock it off.  Again, he didn't.  But in addition to just blankly "staring" at me,
he Private Messaged me, requesting I "just leave him the fuck alone".  I told him no, explained
why, then he answered with something similar to "NO I KNOW WHAT IM DOING BUT YOU
DONT SO JUST SHUT THE FUCK UP".  I responded with a simple message of "Riiiiight. . .," and
he again spewed all-capped vulgarities at me, sounding stressed as ever.  It was at that point I
immaturely queried that, at that point, "Are you gonna go cry to your mommy?".  He claimed that
he was 21 years of age(Big deal. . .  So am I.  Woo.) and ended with a "SO THERE," then
followed up by turning my own question at me!  Gasp and hor-ror!  The conversation ended with
me smuggly replying with "I'm a little too busy defending our base to do that right now.  ;)" and him
ending with "So am I Im sniping and wasting our teams credits," which sort of confused me, but I
didn't press on.  He left after we got our asses handed to us.(As I knew we would with the way he
decimated my strategic mining. . .uh. . .strategy.  Admittedly, he may have been in the right by
mining the access tunnels, but that did leave us entirely vounerable to stealthy little Hotwires and
Engineers, so I dunno.)  What was his name. . .  "nodnay" or something, I think.  I can't remember.
 But whatever.
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